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PREFACE

The Theory of Gamesplays an important role not only because of its applications

in the fields of Statistics, Economics and Political Sciences etc. but also as

an independent mathematical discipline. In this connection we emphasize that

not only results and methods of other mathematical disciplines have been intro-

duced into the Theory of Games but that it also has influenced the developement

of other mathematical disciplines by its problems. Although a considerable

number of mathematicians have already found interest in the field of Game

Theory it still remains an important objective to make the Theory of Games

known and attractive more widely among mathematicians. Besides, there is a

constant need to improve the interactions between those who apply GameTheory

in their own fields and those who are engaged in the Mathematical Theory of

Games.

An International Seminar on GameTheory and Related Topics took place as an

activity of the University of Hagen and the Gesellschaft fUr Mathematik und

Datenverarbeitung (GMD), SchloB Birlinghoven, near Bonn, from the 26th - 29th

September 1978at Hagen (26 and 27 September) and at Bonn (28 and 29 September).

The GMDis a large-scale research institution of the Federal Republic of Germany

and the land of North Rhine-Westphalia. This research institution has close per-

sonal ties with the University of Bonn.

Apart from the one main topic "Game Theory" there were others such as "Fixed-

Poi nt- and Optimi zati on Theory", "Measure Theoreti c Concepts" and "Mathemat i ca1

Economics" whereby, of course, the second and the thi rd topi c have to be con-

si dered as methods of working within "Game Theory" and' the rel ated fiel d "Mathe-

matical Economics".

The seminar was held under the honorary chairmanship of Prof.E. Sperner. He

also delivered the Inaugural address in which he pointed out in a humurous way

and with the acclamation of the audience that it was now fifty years since the

"lemma" was found, the nameof which he, Prof. Sperner is bearing. In most of
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In 1973 Gerard Debreu reviewed and summarized four major developments in gen-

eral equilibri\DDtheory [D.2].The developments to which Debreu referred were

the relation of the core and competitive equilibria,existence of equilibria

in more general settings (Le., measure theoreticmodels), computationof

competitiveequilibria, and topologicalproperties of competitive equilibria

derived by differential topologicalmethods. Looking now, we would add another

major line of research which differs from the above in that it alters the basic

parameters of the model. Previouslythe conceptual framework consistedof a

description of an economy in terms of agents characteristics (preferencesand

endowments and in the case of production, the technologicalpossibilities).
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366 A. POSTLEWAITEand D. SCHMEIDLER

The analysis focused on the correspondencebetween the economies so described

and their competitive allocations.However it was never specified how these

allocations arose.'There was no specificationof how the trades were made.

Using the language of Hurwicz [H.2], the analysis was of the competitive

"performancecorrespondence"without specifyingwhat the mechanism is which

implements this performance correspondence.The first efforts in this attempt

to specify how outcomes arose was to cast the problem in a non-cooperative

game theoretic framework.A mechanism was to be a precise specificationof the

set of strategies (or signals) which were available to an agent and the out-

come (or allocation) which would arise from any simultaneouschoice of strat-

egies by the agents. We will call the function relating outcomes to joint

strategies a strategic outcome function.

As an example, Hurwicz considered the set of classicalpure exchange economies

and let an agent's strategy be the announcementof a (classical)utility

function .The outcome would be (assuming uniqueness) the competitive allocation.

A problem arises, though, in that for many economies some agents would find

that if they announced a utility function other than their ~ utility funct-

ion, the outcome would be preferable to the one which would nave arisen had

they revealed correctly. In game theoretic terms, correct revelation is not

a dominant strategy equilibrium; in Hurwicz's terms, this mechanism is not

incentive compatible. But what of other mechanism? Perhaps there is some mech-

anism which has utility functions as strategies for the agents and is incent-

ive compatible. It is trivial to design such a mechanism - simply let the out-

come be no trade regardless of the utility functions announced.But here the

correspondencebetween the economies and the outcomes thus realized (i.e.,

the performance function) is undesirable from an economic point of view in

that the outcomes will not in general be efficient.

The question of interest then is whether or not, when economically interesting

restrictionsare placed on a performance correspondence,there exists an in-

centive compatiblemechanism which will realize (or implement) such a perform-

ance correspondence.Hurwicz [H.2] showed that no Pareto efficient and indiv-

idually rational performance function can be implementedwith an incentive comp-

atible mechanism.
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The analysis focused on the correspondencebetween the economies so described

and their competitive allocations.However it was never specified how these

allocations arose. There was no specificationof how the trades were made.

Using the language of Hurwicz [H.2], the analysis was of the competitive

"performancecorrespondence"without specifyingwhat the mechanism is which

implements this performance correspondence.The first efforts in this attempt

to specify ~ outcomes arose was to cast the problem in a non-cooperative

game theoretic framework.A mechanism was to be a precise specificationof the

set of strategies (or signals) which were available to an agent and the out-

come (or allocation) which would arise from any simultaneous choice of strat-

egies by the agents. We will call the function relating outcomes to joint
strategies a strategic outcome function.

As an example, Hurwicz considered the set of classical pure exchange economies

and let an agent's strategy be the announcementof a (classical)utility

function . The outcome would be (assuminguniqueness) the competitiveallocation.

A problem arises, though, in that for many economies some agents would find

that if they announced a utility function other than their true utility funct-

ion, the outcome would be preferable to the one which would have arisen had

they revealed correctly.In game theoretic terms, correct revelation is not

a dominant strategy equilibrium.in Hurwicz's terms, this mechanism is not

incentive compatible.But what of other mechanism? Perhaps there is some mech-

anism which has utility functions as strategies for the agents and ~ incent-

ive compatible.It is trivial to design such a mechanism - simply let the out-

come be no trade regardless of the utility functions announced.But here the

correspondencebetween the economies and the outcomes thus realized (i.e.,

the performance function) is undesirable from an economic point of view in

that the outcomes will not in general be efficient.

The question of interest then is whether or not, when economicallyinteresting

restrictionsareplacedon a performancecorrespondence,~ere existsan in-
centive compatiblemechanism which will realize (or implement) such a perform-

ance correspondence.Hurwicz [H.2] showed that no Pareto efficient and indiv-

idually rational performance function Can be implementedwith an incentive comp-
atible mechanism.
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This might seem to leave an economic planner in a quandary. If he designs a stra-

tegic outcome function which picks Pareto efficient and individuallyrational out-

comes when people reveal their preferences correctly, then in some economies some

agents will find it in their owribest interest to misrepresent their preferences.

The outlook is not so dismal for the planner however. He can ask what the outcome

would be even if agents misrepresentedtheir preferences.The initial concern was

that if agents misrepresentedtheir preferences, this would destroy any efficiency

properties that the planner might have designed, but this may not necessarily so.

It is at least conceivable that the combination of agents' strategic behavior

leads to "nice" outcomes. If agents are playing strategicallyin their announce-

ment of preferences,we are lead to consider as the outcome of the game not domi-

nant strategy equilibria, but rather Nash equilibria.At the same time the planner

might ask why the strategiesof an agent should be announcementof preferences.

Why must the form of the strategiesbe even related to agents' characteristics?

Possibly by choosing some quite abstract set of available strategies for agents,

the planner might be able to avoid some of the problems Hurwicz pointed to. So we

leave the realm of strategies in which an agent necessarilyhas a correct or

"truthful" strategy. Instead the.agents are faced with some arbitrary sets of

strategiesof which they are to choose whichever they wish, and an outcome will

be selected depending upon these strategies.This has been done for models with

public goods. In Schmeidler[Sc.l] there is an attempt to introduce voting to a

model of an Arrow-Debreu economy with public goods. schmeidlerproposed a mecha-

nism whereby people are taxed proportionatelyaccording to the value of their

private goods and the tax revenue is used to finance public goods according to

each taxpayer specifications.This individual "earmarking"is aggregated to de-

termine the quantity of each public good to be produced. The valuation of the

private goods is made at the equilibrium prices. An equilibrium price and Nash

equilibrium of individualdecisions as to how to allocate the taxes is shown to

exist. However, the Nash equilibriaof this mechanism are not Pareto efficient.

Groves and Ledyard [GL] suggested a different outcome function.They considered

an economy with both public and private goods and designed a mechanism, i. e.,

strategy sets for the agents and a strategicoutcome function such that the Nash

equilibriaare always efficient.One might think that the work of Groves and

Ledyard solves the planner's problem of designing a mechanism to implementa de-

sirable performance function.There are several problems however. First, they do

not allow full strategicbehavior on the part of agents. Rather, they assume that

the agents take as given the prices of both public and private goods (butnot

their taxes).
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While this may be appropriate for addressing the free rider problem, as they do,

it leaves unanswered the question of what will happen when agents take into

account their effect on these prices. More importantlyhowever, there may not

exist an equilibrium in their model. There are in fact large families of econ-

omies in which equilibria fail to exist.

II. SOCIAL CHOICEMODELS

A paralleldevelopmenthasoccuredin thefieldof socialchoice.In [A.I]Arrow

introduced the modern approach to social choice theory. In our language he asked

whether or not there existed performance correspondenceswhich satisfied a priori

desirable characteristicssuch as Pareto efficiency, independenceof irrelevant

alternatives,and non-dictatorship.Whereas in general equilibriumtheory the

existence of "desirable"performance correspondences(e. g., competitive equili-

bria) was a cornerstone of the early work, Arrow obtained an impossibilitytheo-

rem. Although Arrow was aware of the possibilityof strategicbehavior on the part

of agents, he specificallyavoids considerationof it. The very structureof the

problem, i. e., consideringperformance correspondenceswhich are maps from pre-

ference profiles into outcomes, preempts the considerationof agents' behavior.

In [Fa] Farquharson altered the basic frameworkof social choice to allow stra-

tegic behavior. He considereda system of sequentialmajority voting in subsets

of the alternatives to determine a final outcome. Every voter now takes into

account how his voting interacts with the votes cast by other agents to determine

this final outcome.Farquharson suggested various notions of stability which would

define an equilibrium. In this way he has presented a model with well-defined

strategies sets available to the agents, a strategicoutcome function,and an

equilibrium concept.

The next decisive step in the line of research was by Gibbard [G] and Satterth-

waite [Sa]. Gibbard generalized the structureof Farquharson,removing the re-

strictions on the specific form of the strategy sets and allowing arbitrary stra-

tegic outcome functions.Within this framework he showed that the only outcome

functions which have dominant strategy equilibria for all profiles of preferen-

ces are dictatorial (underan assumption that the minimum number of outcomes is

three). In other words there are no non-dictatorialmechanismswhich have domi-

nant strategy equilibria for all profiles of preferences.In the social choice

framework this theorem is equivalent to the following:If the strategy sets are

taken to be the set of preferences then there exists no non-dictatorialstrategic

outcome function (withat least three outcomes in the range) for which the truth
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is a dominant strategy equilibrium for all profiles of preferences. The same

result was obtained independentlyby Satterthwaite.This result is analogous to

the result of Hurwicz on economic mechanisms. Hurwicz has an assumption of indi-

vidual rationality (non-coerciveness)which essentially played the role of non-

dictatorship in the Gibbard-Satterthwaiteresults.

One of the most important conclusions for us arising from the work of Gibbard and

Satterthwaiteis that within the framework of strategic outcome functions, the

insistenceon dominant strategy equilibriarules out all reasonable performance

functions. Later work by others ( e. g. pattanaik CPa] and Sengupta [Se] points

out that one can weaken somewhat the concept of dominant strategy equilibria and

one still obtains impossibilityresults.

These impossibilitytheorems led Hurwicz and Schmeidler [HSC] to the Nash solution

concept for the strategic outcome function. Precisely, they asked that for any

profile of preferences, there exist a Nash equilibrium and that all Nash equili-

bria be Pareto efficient. If one is considering dominant strategy equilibria,

Pareto efficiencyrelative to the codomaine of the outcome function is a straight-

forward consequence.Of course, when changing to the solution concept of Nash

equilibriaone no longer has Pareto efficiencyautomatically,hence this restric-

tion was added as a desirable criterion for the performance function. Non-dicta-

torship, or the stronger property, symmetry across people, would also be a desi-

rable characteristic. In this framework existence of a c1ass of mechanisms, i. e.

description of strategy sets and strategic outcome functions, which had these de-

sired characteristicswas proved when there are at least three agents. Maskin [Ma]

independentlyattained some of these results and extended others.

III. NASH EQUILIBRIA AND ALLOCATION MECHANISMS

In attempting to apply these results to the other problem of designing economic

mechanisms, one confronts several problems. The framework in social choice in

general considersonly a fi~ite number of outcomes, whereas the economic problem

we are trying to analyse generally has an infinite number of outcomes, e. g. allo-

cations. While this problem is not particularlydifficult to surmount, there is a

more basic difficulty. In the economic model we have the agents' endowments as a

parameter of the economy in addition to the preferences.One would like to have

the performance function be individuallyrational (or non-coercive)with respect

to these endowments.There is no natural way to embed this concept into the social

choice framework without destroying the existence results. Further since the en-

dowments are a parameter of the economic model, the set of feasible outcomes in

this economicmodel are not independent of the agents' characteristics.In the ,

I,

,
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social choice model the set of feasible alternativesis the same regardlessof the

agent's characteristics.Nevertheless these results provide us with valuable in-

sights into the design of economic mechanismswith desirable features.

Within this framework there are a number of economic models in addition to those

mentioned before which can be analyzed using this concept of economic mechanisms.

Unless otherwise mentioned, these models deal only with pure exchange private goods

economies. Shubik [Sh] introduceda market clearing rule which Shapley and Shubik

[SS ] used in a general equilibrium model in strategic outcome function form. In

this model one commodity is used as money. The strategies of agents consist of bids

of the commodity money to purchase other goods, and offers to sell quantities of

these other goods. Using the market clearing rule Shubik proposed together with a

bankrupteyrule,a Nash equilibrium is shown to exist. Regardlessof the agent's

strategies the outcome is feasible.This is accomplishedby making the strategies

available to an agent depend on his initial endowment.The Nash outcomes in this

model are individually rational. This is guaranteedsince an agent has a stra-

tegy the possibility of not parti~ipatingin the market. While the Nash outcomes

are in general not Pareto efficient, in a modified version of this model [PoS] it

was shown by Postlewaite and Schmeidlerthat the Nash outcome is asymptotically

efficient. That is, if there are sufficientlymany agents, none of them "too large",

then the percentage of resources of the economy which is wasted due to the ineffi-

ciency is small.

Wilson [W] constructed an example of mechanism in which the strategy sets are fea-

sible net trades (i.e.,thestrategy sets depend on initial endowments) for all but

.oneagent. This central agent has only one strategy which is determinedby his true

preferences. The non-central agents propose feasiblenet trades and the central

agent accepts the utility maximal (withrespect to his preferences) subset of these

trades. The strategic outcome function is such that the outcome is feasible for all

choices of strategies and the Nash outcome is in the core, a fortiori it is effi-

cient and individually rational.All the examples consideredso far, considered

only strategy sets which did not depend on agents' preferences.To the extent that

the available strategies differed for different agents, the dependencewas on en-

dowments alone. If the preferences of agents are known or observableby others, we

need only a computationalscheme to achieve a particularperformance function. We

want to deal only with mechanisms which preserve informationaldecentralization

with respect to preferences. That is we do not allow any dependenceof strategy

sets or strategic outcome correspondenceson preferences,which we take to be un-

observable. If the central agent in Wilson's example is allowed to pick as a stra-

tegy any strategy appropriate for some preference relation, the efficiency of the
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Nash allocations disappears.

A mechanism discovered by Schmeidler [Sc.2] has the strategy sets the same for all

agents and therefore independent of their characteristics,both preferences and en-

dowments. A strategy for an agent consistsofapair, a price and compatible net

trade, that is a net trade with value 0 at this price. The agents who have announ-

ced the same price trade, and to the extent that their aggregate net trade is not

o , they are rationed proportionately.Given the strategies chosen by the other

agents,an agenthas a strategywhichwillgivehim as an outcomehis Walrasiande-

mand for any price announced by other agents. The Nash outcomes of this game (when

there are at least three agents) are precisely the Walrasian allocations.This

mechanism thus implements the competitiveperformance correspondencewhen Nash

equilibrium is the solution concept. The price paid for this achievement is non-

feasibility for some (non-equilibrium)strategy choices. That is, for some non-equi-

librium strategy profiles, the net trades some agents are to carry out are not fea-

sible given their initial endowments.

..~

Hurwicz [H.4] also constructed a mechanism with this property that the Nash out-

comes are precisely the Walrasian outcomes and strategy sets identical for all

agents. The strategic outcome function is different from that used by Schmeidler

however. Here an agent trades at the average price announced by others, and the

price he announces affects other agents only. More importantly he also constructed

a similar mechanism with these properties for economies with public goods. Here tae

Nash outcomes coincide with Lindahl equilibria. Both examples however have the

same characteristicas Schmeidler's:non-equilibriumstrategies may lead to non-

feasible outcomes.

It is worthwhile to add a comment at this point. The non-feasibilityof these me-

chanisms is not an oddity which can be rectified by a simple ad hoc change in the

mechanism, such as making a rule which states that no trade will take place in the

event of non-feasibility.This type of change fundamentallyalters this mechanism

and destroys either the existence or optimality of its Nash equilibria.

More generally, Hurwics, Maskin and Postlewaite [HMP] show that the Walrasianper-

formance function cannot be implemented by a feasible outcome function.A proof of

this result can be found in Appendix C.

In a general vein Hurwicz [H.S] has explored the relationshipbetween individually

rational and Pareta efficient performance correspondencesimplemented by Nash equi-

libria of strategic outcome functions and the Walrasian (competitive)performance

function (Lindahlperformance correspondencein the case of public goods). He
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showed that if the Nash equilibrium correspondenceis upper semi-continuous,then

for any economy the Walrasian allocationsmust be in the performance correspondence,

i.e., Walrasian allocationsmust be Nash allocations.Hurwicz also shows that with

somewhat more restrictive assumptions,all Nash allocationsmust be Walrasian. To

get this result Hurwicz assumes that for any strategieschosen by the other agents,

the set of outcomes available to the particular agent is convex (assumingfree dis-

posal). The upper semi-continuityrequired for the first half of the theorem can be

justified on the grounds that small changes in the parameters of an economy should

cause an equilibrium to change slightly.The convexity assumption used for the

other direction seem less compelling. Thus while in general for mechanisms which

have individuallyrational, Pareto efficient Nash equilibriawe expect that Wal-

rasian allocations will be Nash, Nash allocationsmay not be Walrasian if the

convexity assumption fails.

IV. FEASIBILITY OF ALLOCATIONMECHANISMS

We are interestedin the de3ign of an economic mechanism which yields feasible al-

locations for any joint set of strategieschosen. This is of particular importance

since as was mentioned in the introduction,it is impossible to design a strategic

outcome function for which dominant strategy equilibriawill be Pareto efficient

and individuallyrational. Thus our attentionwill be focused on Nash equilibria

instead. But here an agent's optimal strategy will depend upon the strategies cho-

sen by other agents. Non-equilibriumstrategy choices would seem more likely, then,

when Nash equilibrium is our solution concept.

It is quite clear that if feasibility is to be obtained, then either agents' avai-

lable strategiesor the stregic outcome functionwill have to depend on agents'

endowments. If both were independentof endowments, then for some set of agents'

strategy choices which result in a non-zero net trade for some agent, we could

replace that agent with another whose initial endowment was so small as to make

the net trade infeasible.Thus the only hope we have is to introduce dependence

of some sort on initial endowments. We will focus on dependence of the strategy

sets on initial endowmentsmaintaining an assumption that the strategic outcome

function depends on the initial endowmentsonly through the strategy set depen-

dence. This seems most consistentwith the notion of decentralization.

We will still ask that the strategy sets do not depend on preferences which we

take to be unobservable.In the spirit of decentralization,we will also ask that

the strategy set of an agent depend only on his ~ endowment, not the endowment

of others. Thus we have a mapping from endowments into an abstract space which as-

sociates with any initial endowment the permissible strategies for any agent with
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that endowment in any economy.

This dependence of strategy sets on this part of the agent's characteristicsis

reasonable in that the endowments are at least potentially obdervable. An audit of

agent can objectively determine whether or not he has a stated endowment as opposed

to the general impossibilityof determining his preferences.

One question which remains however is to what extent an agent's endowment can be

precisely known. A demand to exhibit endowment would prevent an agent from oversta-

ting endowment. But whether or not an agent can successfullyhide or withhold en-

dowment is a more difficult problem. If agents have complete property rights over

their own endowment, a further possibility available to agents is the destruction

or elimination of some part of this endowment.

If only a ceiling can be put on an agent's endowment, another avenue of strategic

behavioris openedforan agent. By "announcing"an endowmentlessthanhis actual

endowment, he changes the set of strategies available to him. This could ultimately

leave him in a better position than if he reported his endowment correctly.

In [Po],Postlewaiteconsideredmechanismsin whichthe strategysetswere announce-

ments of endowments; preferences were assumed to be known. It was shown,that for

any mechanism which yields Pareto efficient, individuallyrational outcomes, correct

announcement~ be a dominant strategy equilibrium.This is analogous to Hur-

wicz's result with preferences as the strategies.

As we have seen above, we must give up some of the informationaldecentralization

if we are to design a feasible mechanism whose Nash equilibria are Pareto-optimal.

Hurwicz, Maskin and Postlewaite [HMP] introduced such a mechanism whose Nash equi-

libria are individually rational as well. More specifically,the Nash equilibria of

their mechanism coincide with the constrained Walrasian equilibria (seeAppendiK D).

This last term means that each consumes maximizes his utility over the budget set

constrained to feasible bundles. The information that must be known by the mecha-

nism is vector of endowments.

There is another variant of the mechanism in which the endowments are not known.

Here the individuals as part of their strategy state their endowments. It is assu-

med that it can be verified that they don't claim to have more endowment than they

actually have, but many state that they have less. Again in this variant the mecha-

nism is feasible and its Nash equilibria coincidewith the constrainedWalrasian

equilibria.A similar informationalconstraint leads to the feasibilityof the me-

chanism in [PaS., PoS, SS].
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V. INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTING NASH EQUILIBRIA

In our introduction we presented the development of the literature on mechanisms

as being necessary to describe how allocations wereto arisethroughthe interac-

tions of agents' actions or choices of strategies.As we stated, the first efforts

in this area utilized the dominant strategy equilibrium concept. After the impossi-

bility results of Hurwicz, attention was shifted to the concept of Nash equilibrium.

It was with this notion of solution that the positive results of Groves and Ledy-

ard, Hurwicz and Schmeidler, Schmeidler, Wilson,.HAskin,and others were derived.

There is an essential difference between the two solution concepts however. If

there is a dominant strategy equilibrium, each agent has a best response

independent of the other agents' choices of strategies.Regardlecs of what strate-

gies they choose, he can uniformly pick this strategy. He does not need any infor-

mation of what strategies they choose to calculate his optimal behavior. Viewed

in this light, it is quite plausible that if there is a dominant strategy equili-

brium, the agents in an economy will arrive at it, at least if they know the stra-

tegic outcome function.

The use of Nash equilibriumpresents the agents with a much more complex problem.

Now an agent trying to choose his "best" strategy finds that in general this best

strategy will change as the other agents change their strategies. Thus in addition

to knowing the strategic outcome function, an agent may also need to know the stra-

tegies of all other agents in order to determine his optimal strategy.

This presents something of a problem. In the previous section we stated that one

very desirable characteristicof a mechanism is that it be feasible.Regardless

of the strategies chosen by agents, we would like there to be a feasible outcome.

But now suppose thattheagentsin an economychoosesomenon-Nashprofileof stra-

tegies resulting in an outcome. Will the agents in fact realize that this is a

non-equilibriumposition? Clearly they will if they know the messages or strate-

gies of all other agents. But in some environments,particularly in large econo-

mies, this is an heroic assumption. If an agent is supposed to know the messages

of all other agents, he obviously has to be in possession of "arbitrarilylarge"

amounts of information if we consider economies with arbitrarilymany agents.

This leads to a question of the amount or size of the informationan agent needs

to determine his optimal strategy in response to those of other agents. Ideally,

an agent might see only the outcome to him from a joint strategy choice and be

able to determine whether or not his choice is in fact optimal and if not, what
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his optimal strategy is. Failing this one would hope that at least an aggregate

IIsununary" of otheragents'messagesor strategieswould suffice.An aggregatesum-

marization would be a function from the strategy spaces of the other agents into

a euclidean space of the same dimension as the individual strategy space. Ex~les

of summarizationswould be summationsof the agents strategies,averages of them,

etc. Then as the number of agents grows, the "size" of the informationneeded by

an agent would not change as we consider larger economies. Is there then a mecha-

nism which yields individuallyrational and Pareto efficient Nash outcomes along

with an aggregate summarizationprocedure which guarantees agents' will know their

optimalstrategygiventhe aggregatesummarization?A somewhat weakercriterion

would be that there is a finite dimensional space which would contain enough in-

formation for agents to be capable of knowing their optimal response, where the

dimension of the space is independentof the number of agents in the economy. The

mechanism introducedby Hurwicz [H.4] whose Nash equilibria coincide with Walra-

sian equilibria satisfies the latter weaker condition.The dimension of the space

which contains the summarized information is four times the number of commodities.

As another example we consider the form of the model of Shapley and Shubik [SS]

introduced in [PaS]and analysed also in [PoS]. Here the strategy sets of the

agents are contained in a euclidean space of dimension 2! where ! is the number

of commodities.Given a joint choice of strategies, an outcome (allocation)arises.

From one agent's share of the allocation, it is not generally possible for an

agent to determine whether or not his strategy is optimal. Suppose though, that

he is given aqgregate information in the form of the sum of the other agents stra-

tegies. He then knows the combined quantitiesof the offers to buy and sell all

goods by the other agents. This information is sufficient for the agent to calcu-

late his optimal response to the other agents' strategies.We note that the size

(dimension)of thisinformationhe needsdependsonlyon the number of commodities,

not on thenumberof agents.Alsonotethatthe strategicoutcomefunctionof Hur-

wicz, Maskin and Postlewaite [HMP] for the case that the endowments are known

(appendixD) also has a summary function.That is if a person knows a vector of

dimension four plus twice the number of commoditieshe is able to compute his

best responseor arbitrarilygoodresponsesin the casethatthereis no best res-

ponse (a situation that may happen with this outcome function).

VI. INFORMATIONALREQUIREMENTS FOR OUTCOME FUNCTIONS

The question of informationalefficiencydeals with the amount of information

which must be transferredwithin the system. An obvious aspect of this question,

not treated in the previous section, is the size or dimension of the strategy (or

message) space. This question has been treated by Hurwicz [H.3] and Mount and
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Reiter [MR]. The question here is what is the minimal "size" of information agents

must send so as to be able to effect individually rational and Pareto efficient

allocations.Mount and Reiter present general framework in which questions of in-

formationalefficiency can be investigated.More specifically,in their framework

each agent sends a message in some space M. When their messages are consistant

(in a well specified sense) an outcome arises from the messages. They present a

system of messages consistingessentially of prices and net trade allocations which

results in the competitive performance function, and show that no other system of

messages can use a message space which is of smaller dimension and still accomplish

this. That is, prices and proposed trades are essentially the most efficient mes-

sages which can effect competitiveequilibria. Hurwicz [H.3] with a somewhat less

general framework obtained similar results, though the assumptions used were not

identical.Hurwicz also showed that informationalrequirementscould not be reduced

by consideringdifferent Pareto efficient individually rational performance corres-

pondences than the competitive one.

The results of Mount and Reiter and Hurwicz are not directly applicable to the

model of strategic outcome functions.Strategic behavior on the part of agents is

not considered in their work on information.Rather, they asked what was the smal-

lest message space which would contain enough information to affect "good" alloca-

tions if agents followed some prescribed procedure for chosing messages. The fact

is that these messages are in general not dominant strategiesif agents consider

"manipulating".

If we turn to strategic outcome functions,the use of prices and net trades, as

messages (strategies)still suffices to generate Pareto optimal and individually

rational Nash equilibria. For instance this is the case in Schmeidler'soutcome

function in [Sc.2]. We note that in [PoS] the mechanism is feasible asymptotically

efficient as the number of agents gets large, and has message spaces of dimension

twice the number of commodities. The mechanism in [HMP] is feasible, achieves Pa-

reto optimal and individually rational Nash equilibria and has strategy spaces of

dimension twice the number of commodities.
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MATHEMATICAL APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: SOCIAL CHOICE

Let T and A be finite non-empty sets and for each t E T, let St be a non-empty set

also. Q is the set of transitive, reflexive and betal binary relations on A.

Denote
~'= XtET St' A function f: ~ -> A is called a strategic outcome function

T
In the case that St=O for all tET, i.e., f:O ->A, f is called a social

function (SCF).We refer to elements of T as persons, A as alternatives,

(SOF).
choice

St as strategies, 0 as preferences. An element ~=(Pt)tQTEQTis called a profile

of preferences, where an element ~ =(St)tETE~ is called a (strategy)selection.T
Given a SOF f and ~E 0 , a ~election ~* is called a dominant strategy equilibrium

(DE) if for all hET and all ~ESh and ~E~: f(~lh';*h)Phf(~) where (~lh'S*h)=
(r ) ET with r =s for all t*h and r

h
=s*

h" An SOF f is said to be straightfor-
t t t t T

ward if it has a DE for every ~EQ. A social choice function is said to be non-

manipulable if for every ~EQT, ~ is a DE. An SOF f is said to be dictatorial if

thereis an hET (calledthe dictator)suchthatforall ~, ~'E~,sh = sh ~ f(~)
f(~').

Theorem; (Gibbard-Satterthwaite):If the image of a straightforwardSOF f contains

at least three alternatives,then f is dictatorial.

An SCF f is said to be vetoproof if for all ~EQT and for all xEA: +{tET I for

aU. yEA xPty};:+ T-l => f (~)=x.An SCF f is said to be monotonic if for all

~; ~EQT and xEA if f(!:>=x and for all yEA and for all tET, xPtY = xP~y, then

f(~')=x. Given an SOF f and ~EQT, a selection~*~ is said to be a Nash equilib-

rium (NE) if for allhET and all sESh: f(~*)Phf(s*lh,s).

Theorem:(Maskin): For any vetoproof and monotonic SCF f, there exist a SOF f' such

that for all ~EQT, f (~) = { f'(~I ~ is a NE for ~}. (In this case we say that f'

implements f.)

APPENDIX B: ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS

For this appendix we will modify somewhat the definitions of the previous appendix.

Here the set of alternativesA '= {X=(Xt)tE~E(RL)TIL~xt=o} where RL is the Eucli-

dean space whose coordinates are indexed by elements of the finite non-empty set

L (the commodity set). In this section we refer to elements of T also as traders

or agents and elements of RL as nettrades, where X is the net trade of agent t_t

The definition of strategic outcome functions,Nash equlilibria,dominant strategy

equilibria,and straightforwardnesscarryover from the previous appendix;however,

here we are not interestedin all profiles. We are interestedprimarily in modeL-

ling Arrow-Debreupure exchange economies.When an agent compares two alternatives,

he considers only his net trades. Furthermore,this agen~s preferencesover his

II
I
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net trades should satisfy the standard assumptions of convexity continuity and

monotonicity.More formally let us denote by R~ the non-negative octant of RL

and by R the real numbers and agree that inequalities in RL hold coordinatewise.

Set a = (PEn I 30<wER~ and a continuous, quasi-concave,strictly monotonic func-
. L L

t~on U: R+ + R such that for all x,yEA : XPy iff [Y+wERt or u(X+w)~u(y+w)when

X+w and y+wER~]}.The analogue of a social choice function (correspondence)of the

previous appendix is a prescription correspondenceg:~ ~A where ~ = aT. Two pres-

cription correspondenceswhich are commonly used are the Walrasian correspondence

(WE) and PEIR correspondence (Pareto efficient and individually rational). Given

~E~, .WE(~) = (X=(Xt)tETEAI30~pER~ such that for all tET, XERL:PXt=pwt and PX~pwt

~ XtP+x}where wt is from the definition of a above. Given ~E~, PEIR(~) = {X=(Xt)tET

EA I forall tET Xtptwt}n{X = (Xt)tETEA I for all ~ EA: [for all tET YtPtXt]

~ [for all tET XtPtYt]}. Given a SOF f:~ + A its Nash performence correspondence

NEf is the correspondencefrom ~ to A that assignes to each ~ in ~the set NEf(~)

- {f(~)EA I ~ is a NE for ~ (and f)} in A.

Givena SOF f and a ~ in ~a selection~* in ~ is said to be a strong equilibrium,

SE, (for f and~) if for any subset C of T and any selection~ in ~ : ([for all t

in C, f (£) Ptf(~*)] ~ for all t in C, f(~*)Ptf(£)],where rt=st for t in C and
r =s*, for t in T \C).t t

Theorem: (Schmeidler)I. If #T>2 then there is a SOF f such that WE(')=NEf(')on~.

2. If #T>2 than there is a SOF f such that for ~ in ~ induced by a differentiable

and strictly quasiconcave(utility) function: WE(~) = NEf(~) = {~~ I~ is a SE for
P and f}.

Theorem:(Hurwicz):Let a SOF f be given such that on ~, NEf(,)cPEIR(.)and NEf(.)

is upper semicontinuous. Then on !!' WE (.)=NEf (.).

IF St = S for all t in T and a SOF f:~ + A is symmetric across persons in T then

it is said to be totally (informationally)decentralized.This is the case for the

SOFs of this appendix.However in order to get feasibilityone has to give up some

of the informationaldecentralization.Indeed the domain of the SOF of the last

appendixincludesinformationon the initial endowments.

Formally we have a function f:S X(RL )T+A and a partition of a to sets- ++ -
{aIwE(RL )T} so that P = (Pt)ter

Ea iff for all t in T, P t is induced by w .AII~_ ++ - ~ t
previous definitions apply under the convention that wherever ~E~ we use the

SOF f restricted to ~X{~}. -
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APPENDIXC: IMPOSSIBLILITYOF A WALRASIAN AND FEASIBLE MECHANISM

Proposition:No mechanism which has a strategic outcome function which is inde-

pendent of preferences and yields feasible outcomes for all strategy profiles can

have Nash equilibrium allocations coincident with Walrasian allocations for a11

economies.

~: Suppose there is a mechanism which has a strategic outcome function inde-

pendent of preferences and for all economies has equivalence of the set of Nash

equilibrium allocations and Walrasian allocations.We will construct two economies,

each with three agents and two commodities, showing that general feasibilityLS

impossible. In the first economy, e, agents I and 2 have the same utility function

UI(X,y) = U2(x,y) = Y - e-x and identical endowments wi = w2 = (1,3). Agent J has

utility function U3(x,y)=xyand endowment(2,6).Itis straightforwardto show that

price P=(I,I) is competitive resulting in the Walrasian allocation xl = x2= (0,4)

and x3 = (4,4). By assumption this must be a Nash allocation, i.e., there exists

a message triple(ml,m2,m3)which is a Nash equilibrium which results in the Wal-
rasian allocation above.

The second economy, e, will be identical to the original in all respects except

for the utility function of the third agent. We let U-3(x,y) = xl+Ey. The marginal

rate of substitution for agent 3 at the point (4,4) is now I+E, which is different

from the price ratio. Hence the Walrasian allocation for the original economy e

is not Walrasian in e. Since we assumed that the set of Nash equilibriumalloca-

tions is equivalent to the set of Walrasian allocations, (ml,m2,m3)is not a Nash- *
equilibrium in e. It is clear that if either agent I had a message ml such that*
(ml,m2,mJ)resulted in an outcome which was strictly preferred to (0,4),this ~uld

contradict the fact that (ml,m2,m3)is a Nash equilibrium in e, and similarlyfor

agent2. Thus if (ml,m2,m3)is not a Nash equilibriumine, agent3 musthavea* *
message m3 with the outcome resulting from (ml,m2,m3)yielding strictly higher

utility than (4,4) according to the utility function u3. In Figure I the indiff-
3 ~

erence curves for both U and U through the point (4,4) are shown and represen-

ted II and II respectively.It is straightforwardto verify that IIlies above II

to the left of the vertical line through (4,4) and below it to the right.

~il

I

I

!:

Ii

il,l

'Ih

:1'

lJ
,I

:11

/r~1 ,

,:'I

I' :1

*
The outcome to agent 3 from the message triple (ml,m2,m3)must lie above II. If

this outcome were on or to the left of the vertical lin2 through (4,4) it would be

above II as well as II. Since this contradicts the fact that (ml,m2,m3)is a Nash
equilibrium in e, the outcome to 3 must lie to the right of the vertical line

through (4,4).But this means he must receive more than 4 units of good x, whi1e

the total quantity is only 4. Thus if (ml,m2,m3)is not a Nash equilibrium in e,

there must be non-feasibleoutcomes for some strategy profiles.

dl
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There are three agents in this example because the examples of Hurwicz and

Schmeidler which have equivalence of Walrasian allocations and Nash allocations

work for economies in which there are at least three agents. It is straightfor-

ward to modify the example so as to provide the same effect with either two agents

or more than three. The specific utility functions for agent three are not criti-

cal; the only requirement is that to the left of the vertical line the new indiff-

erence curve should not be below the original indifferencecurve and that the

previously Walrasian allocation not be Walrasian with the new indifferencecurve.

The essential feature is that the Walrasian equilibrium give all of one commodity

to this agent. Any preferences for the other agents which permit a Walrasian

equilibrium with this feature could have been incorporated instead of those used.

y I j
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Figure 1
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I

I
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APPENDIX D: FEASIBLE MECHANISM GUARANTEEINGCONSTRAINEDWALRAS EQUILIBRIA

T is the finite set of agents #T > 2

L = 1, ..., t is the set of commodities

P~ = ~ dimensional price simplex

S = {(p,x) E P~R~ I ° ,;x, p'x = p'w }t t
The outcome function is defined as follows:

1. If 3 i,j,kET such that p" p" Pk
are distinct

1. J

ht !Il..t.1Iw 'It

LIIXt~
Ew
t

where w
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2. If 3 only two prices p und p' announced and at least two people announce each

p and p'

ht = wt Vt

3.
If 3 P such that Pt = w

t

Xt Vt

LtETXt f w then h
L t
tETXt =w then ht

p for all t (3.1)and

(3.2) and

4. If there exist Pand m

for all t t m then, hm

ht

s.t. Pmtp, Pt=P

(p'wm/P'Xm)Xm

(1/# T-1) (w-hm) t t m

Definition:An allocation (Yt)tETand a price p are a constrained

Walrasian equilibrium if

i) Vt, :'Yt = p'wt

ii) Vt, :t ~t Y V Y ,;w such that P'Y ,;p'wt

iii) LtETY t = w

Theorem:(Hurwicz,Maskin and Postlewaite):The set of Nash equilibrium allocations

(N.E.)for h coincides with the set of constrainedWalrasian equilibriumalloca-

tions (C.W.E.).

II t

:
1

1

j:t
)~
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SHAPLEY'S VALUE
AND FAIR SOLUTIONSOF LOCATIONCONFLICTS

W.F. Richter
Institute of Statistics

and Mathematical Economics
University of Karlsruhe, F.R.G.

This paper deals with fair solutions of conflicts which arise
when locating some public project that everybody values posi-
tively. Such location conflicts deserve interest not only by
their concrete meaning. In the figurative sense they play an
important part in the theory of collective choice and public
goods. They allow some representation which shows strong
similarities to cooperative games.

Shapley's value is adapted to define a notion of fair loca-
tions. An existence theorem is supplied. These fair locations
are then studied within a replica-model. They turn out to
converge to the centre of gravity for most natural speciali-
zations.

II

INTRODUCTION

Consider n agents, 0 = {l,..,n}, that take an interest in the location that is
chosen for a public utility like a park. What is a fair or just location if the
project is.positively valued by everybody concerned? The question of financing is
assumed to be settled in advance, thus not mattering in the sequel.

A. Ostmann (1978) will have been the first who most rigorously analyzed the dis-
tributive implications of locational choices. Whereas this paper concentrates on
projects that everybody values positively Ostmann restricts attention to those
projects like nuclear plants that everybody prefers to locate as far away as
possible.

I

LOCATIONCONFLICTS

~! I

itI
!I

Weassumea ~nning ~ea Q, a non-empty, convex, and closed
~on ~pacem , the Euclidean space of dimension m. Q defines
that are feasible for any coalition S = o.

Individual i EO is supposed to value alternative locations x = (x1""xm) E mm

according to a convex and continuous dihtanceor (dih-)~y 6unctiondi :
mm~m. The most natural example is certainly given by the Euclidean distance

d.(x) = Ix-zi, with x,zi E mm. Individual i EO is supposed to prefer x to y1

if di(x) < di(y) which may explain why we call di disutility function.

We assume that {x E Q I di(x) ~ u} is boundedin mmfor all u Em, i E O.

subset of the lo~-
the set of locations

~!
I

IIi

~ I

)
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